I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the information age, the hidden dangers of radio order and spectrum security are becoming more and more serious. Strengthening the monitoring and analysis of electromagnetic signals and the management of the electromagnetic spectrum are becoming more and more urgent [1] , [2] . As carriers of communication information, spectrum signals carry many important information, it's of great significance to mine valuable hidden information or intelligence from spectrum signals, especially in military communication, anti-terrorism, communication security and other related fields. However, the analysis of massive spectrum monitoring data is mainly presented at the level The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Qilian Liang.
of the spectrum situation display. For further research and analysis, such as communication relationship mining [3] , the investigation and identification of information containing potential threats in the massive signal transmission [2] are not deep enough. There are almost no researches on how to dig deep into the hidden information of massive spectrum signals and the behavioral relationship between communication targets.
The transmission of information usually makes certain connections and interactions between different communication targets or between communication targets and social elements [3] . This communication relationship constitutes the edge structure of the communication network and reflects the behavioral relationship between the communication targets. On the other hand, the communication relationship can reflect the communication behaviors of communication individuals, clustering effect and adaptability to spectrum signals. The method proposed in this paper can accurately discover the communication relationship of radio stations from incomeplete spectrum monitoring data.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: Firstly, we mine the information of hidden communication behavior from the physical characteristics and statistical laws of spectrum signals, without cracking the content carried by the spectrum signals, which provides a new idea for the mining and analysis of massive spectrum monitoring signals and a basis for further speculation on the structure of the communication network. Secondly, a communication relationship mining method based on density clustering is proposed. The data mining technology is applied to the analysis of spectrum signals to realize the discovery of communication behavior.
II. RELATED WORK
At present, there are a large number of literatures on in-depth research on spectrum signals, such as spectrum management [1] , [6] , [7] , abnormal detection of spectrum signals [8] - [12] , spectrum sensing [13] - [17] related to wireless cognitive networks [13] , and spectrum decision [18] , [19] . In addition, there are spectrum signal parameter estimation [20] - [22] , frequency hopping period estimation [23] - [26] , signal detection [27] - [30] , digital signal processing and other related researches. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are few researches on mining the connections among the massive spectrum signals generated in the communication process and the communication relationship between communicating individuals, through statistical law analysis, only based on the frequency, power and time obtained through spectrum perception, without prior knowledge such as signal waveform, communication content and data frame information of communication protocol.
The massive spectrum signal generated by the communication individuals contains the communication behavior, intention and other information of communication individuals. Generally, the spectrum signal is obtained by eavesdropping or monitoring, and the communication relations and behaviors among communication individuals can be obtained by cracking and analyzing the content information or data frame structure information carried by the spectrum signals. At present, many methods for obtaining communication content have been proposed. For example, Xu et al. [31] proposes an active eavesdropping method of cognitive interference, which deliberately interferes with the receiving end through the listener in the full duplex mode to reduce the data transmission rate of suspicious communication, so as to acquire communication information by more effective monitoring. Han et al. [32] proposed an active eavesdropping method based on half-duplex mode, which changes suspected links to induce them to be more likely to transmit over a smaller subset of non-blocking channels with a lower transmission rate, so as to monitor more clearly. Zeng and Zhang [33] proposed an active eavesdropping method for deceiving interference relays, which uses full-duplex mode to simultaneously perform eavesdropping and deceiving relays, thereby changing the source transmission rate and improving the eavesdropping performance. However, the important encrypted communication content cannot be obtained through the above methods.
On the other hand, the head and tail of data frame contain some control and property information of communication individual, such as time, place, data length, etc. The analysis of data frame information needs to rely on some prior knowledge and the understanding of data frame structure set by communication protocol [34] , but these information is often unknowable.
In order to avoid the difficulties and costs of the above methods of analyzing the communication behavior by cracking the signal content, we dig the communication relationship between communication individuals and further analyze the communication behavior of the communication individuals, without relying on the content of the communication and the information contained in the frame structure, but through the analysis of the physical characteristics of the spectral signals and the statistical laws of these features.
III. THE DATA PREPROCESSING
This section firstly discusses the differences and influencing factors between the spectrum monitoring data and the actual spectrum data in terms of signal duration and power and so on. Then it analyzes the features that can identify each segment of the signal and conducts the discovery of the connection relationship. Finally, based on the spectrum monitoring data, the features such as the hopping period, average power, signal duration and signal appearance time of each hopping signal are extracted. Radio stations usually use half-duplex communication, and their wireless channels are susceptible to environmental influences, with high error rate. In order to ensure the reliable transmission of information, the stop-and-wait ARQ [35] , [36] protocol is adopted in the data link layer. Therefore, each time the sender sends an information frame, the receiver sends a feedback frame (or an error pattern) for confirmation. The sender continues to send (or resend) according to the received feedback information (or a wrong pattern). Since the carrier frequency of the frequency hopping communication continuously hops, each data frame is transmitted on different channels as the carrier frequency changes. Fig. 2 shows the frequency hopping period occupied by the transmission of an information frame and the reply of an acknowledgment frame (or error pattern frame), where red indicates the transmitted information frame, yellow indicates the acknowledgment frame, and blue indicates the channel switching during the hopping period, occupying 1/10 to 1/8 of the length of the frequency hopping period. The green part indicates the dwell time and is used to transfer information. Since the length of the information frame is longer than the feedback frame, the monitoring device monitors that the spectrum data generated by the sender is more than the spectrum data generated by the receiver; the length of the information frame or the feedback frame of different communication protocols is different. On the other hand, the increase of the communication distance or the deterioration of the transmission channel environment makes the transmission rate of data smaller, and the communication data frame requires more frequency hopping periods for transmitting data, and therefore, more spectrum data is monitored. 
2) THE IMPACT OF THE SCAN CYCLE ON THE SPECTRUM MONITORING DATA
The spectrum signal is affected by factors such as fading and delay during the propagation process, and the actual monitored data is missing. On the other hand, for the monitoring range of 60MHz, the scanning period of the monitoring device: 0.75ms ≤ T roll ≤ 1.5ms, which leads to the length of time that the monitored frequency hopping signal lasts is shorter than the actual. As shown in Fig. 3 , each small rectangle of the third row represents a scanning period, the intersection of the rectangle represents the time of scanning, and the width of the rectangle represents the scanning period. The red and yellow rectangles indicate the true transmission duration of the signal, and green indicates the actual duration of the signal transmission. According to the statistical law, the error range is [0, 2 T roll ).
B. FEATURE SELECTION
The discovery of the communication relationship of the radio stations in the massive spectrum signals is to cluster the monitored spectrum signals, according to the characteristics of the signals, to find the spectrum signals from different radio stations. These signals have certain characteristics and cluster properties in the electromagnetic space. In the process of fixed frequency communication, since the carrier frequency remains unchanged, different communication relationships are mainly distinguished by carrier frequencies.
The frequency hopping radio station usually communicates in a network, and the hopping period of the entire network is consistent. The hopping period can distinguish different communication networks or different communication relationships. In the communication process, if the station position is fixed, the power of monitored signal keeps stable, and if the station position changes, the monitored signal power is gradually changed according to a certain rule, which makes the monitored signal power have a clustering property. On the other hand, the difference in power of a pair of communication stations can distinguish the corresponding spectrum signals of the sending and receiving stations from the signals of the same frequency. Due to the high bit error rate of wireless channel, radio station adopts the communication mode of stop-and-wait ARQ and half duplex. The receiving station shall confirm the information frame sent by the sending station. The interaction between the information of stations makes the signal appear continuously in time sequence and the signal presents the clustering property. The frequency hopping period, the average power, and the appearance time of the signal can be used as three labels to identify each of the monitored signals.
Therefore, carrier frequency, bandwidth, frequency hopping period, average signal power and signal occurrence time are selected as features to conduct communication behavior mining.
C. FEATURE EXTRACTION
The frequency hopping communication is an important means of communication for evading enemy interference and detecting. It is of great significance to study the parameters related to the frequency hopping period. Existing researches have proposed many solutions from digital signal processing and statistical analysis [37] , [38] . Based on the spectrum monitoring data, this paper proposes a method to estimate the frequency hopping period by using the monitored frequency hopping signal duration to approximate the frequency hopping period.
The spectrum monitoring data For frequency hopping communication, the frequency hopping period is divided into frequency switching time and dwell time. In the dwell time, the information frame and the acknowledgment frame (including the error pattern frame) maintain the same frequency, therefore, the duration of the same frequency signal can be used to approximate the dwell time of the frequency hopping period. h i indicates the time during which the monitored signal remains at the same frequency during the period T i . As shown in Fig. 4 , in the period
During the period T i , it is monitored that all three signals remain at the same frequency, h i = t 4 − t 3 . According to the law of large numbers, the arithmetic mean of the sequence of random variables converges to the arithmetic mean of the random variables. During the frequency hopping period, the difference between the dwell time and the time with constant frequency is , ∈ [0 , 2T roll ). obey normal distribution, its mean u = T roll . Therefore, the dwell time in the frequency hopping period can be approximated as: Assuming that the channel switching time accounts for 1/10 of the frequency hopping period, the estimation of the frequency hopping period is:
Based on the above analysis, Algorithm 1 extracts the carrier frequency, the hop period, the average power, the start time, the end time, and the average bandwidth of the hopping signal from the spectrum monitoring data.
After the processing of algorithm 1, the frequency hopping periodT , the average power P of the signal of each segment signal, and the appearance time t begin and end time t end of the signal are obtained from the monitoring data set X. As shown in Fig. 5 , each segment of the signal is labeled with periodic 
Algorithm 1 Extract and Calculate Features
Input:
k is the amount of data processed each time. The default value is 30. Output: Y = {F, t begin , t end , B, P,T } 1: j = 0 2: while X is an empty set 3: j = j + 1 4: Y1 = {X 1 , X 2 , · · · · · · X k } 5: Clustering Y1 according to f 6: The classification result containing Y1(1) is Y2 7: In Y2,T = t (end) − t (1) + ; 8: Clustering Y2 according to p 9: Calculate the F j , P j , B j , t begin j , and t end j of the spectral signals corresponding to the Y2 clustering subset 10: Remove Y2 from X 11: end information of the frequency hopping period in which it is located. For example, in the period T i−1 , data frame 1 is labeledT i−1 , and in the period T i , data frames 1, 2, and 3 are labeledT i .
IV. DISCOVER COMMUNICATION RELATIONSHIPS BASED ON IMPROVED DBSCAN A. DENSITY CLUSTERING
Factors such as path loss and performance of the monitoring equipment and radio cause the monitored signal power to approximate a normal distribution. The calculated frequency hopping period also obeys the normal distribution due to the propagation delay and the error of the scanning period of the monitoring equipment. The change of channel quality and transmission speed causes the error to be randomly generated, so that the transmission time of the data frame changes randomly, which leads to the random error of the detected signal start time. Fig.6 shows the distribution of the spectrum signals of the two communication frequency hopping stations in the three dimensions of period, power and initial time of the signal, with obvious clustering properties.
In the three-dimensional space of the frequency hopping period, the average signal power, and the signal appearance time, the spectrum data is dense and streamlined. DBSCAN algorithm [4] , [41] can find clusters of arbitrary shapes, especially for streamlined data distribution with good clustering effect. However, the distance threshold ε and the neighborhood sample number threshold MinPts in the DBSCAN algorithm are global parameters, which are insensitive to the abnormal points in the process of clustering, and the processing of the boundary points may cause the adjacent clusters to be connected. Especially in multi-density data with uneven density distribution, the clustering effect is not ideal [39] , [40] . On the other hand, the algorithm needs to coordinate the input parameters (ε, MinPts) of the algorithm, and different parameter combinations have a greater impact on the final clustering effect.
Clustering of spectrum signals of communication stations is a multi-density clustering problem. The communication of the stations at different frequency hopping rates makes the data density generated in unit time different, which determines that the data density corresponding to the different periods monitored has a large difference. Therefore, the DBSCAN algorithm is modified to accommodate multidensity spectral data clustering.
B. ALGORITHM IMPROVEMENT
Preprocessed data set Y = {y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , · · · , y j , · · · , y m }, where y j = {F j , t begin j , t end j , B j , P j ,T j }. F j represents the center frequency of a certain spectrum signal; t begin j indicates the time when the signal appears; t end j indicates the end of the signal; B j represents the average bandwidth of the signal; P j represents the average power of the signal during this period of time;T j represents the period of the frequency hopping signal. Before the density clustering, the clustering features t begin j , P j ,T j are normalized to remove the unit and dimension. Z = {z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z j , · · · , z m } T , where
Michal Daszykowski proposed a method for determining ε based on a preset MinPts in [41] . For dataset Z(m × n), when he uses MATLAB to implement DBSCAN clustering, the neighborhood radius ε is set as follows:
where k = MinPts, MinPts can be determined based on prior knowledge. ε measures the distance to the k-th nearest neighbor. Obviously, the higher value of Minpts, the higher also is the value of the neighbourhood radius. ε has a positive correlation with MinPts.
Eq (4) is used as a preset reference for ε. However, the parameters need to be adjusted according to the characteristics of the spectral data set in terms of density and distribution. We have made corresponding adjustments to Eq (4) and defined the dynamic clustering parameters for the spectrum monitoring data:
Average period:
Normalized average period:
Obviously, ε has a positive correlation with k in Eq (4), and MinPts measures the density of the ε neighborhood. For frequency hopping communication, different periods correspond to different densities. The increase of the frequency hopping period corresponds to a larger ε, the frequency hopping period is also positively correlated with ε. The average period E(T ) reflects the average density of the data. So, we improved the Eq (4) and replaced k with E(T ). Correspondingly, the coefficients and parameters of the gamma function (n/2 + 1) are improved by the adaptation of the spectral data. After many experimental tests, the Eq (7) shows good adaptability.
where r is the minpts corresponding to the average period E(T ). On the other hand, since the information frame of the transmitting station occupies several hopping periods and the feedback information only occupies a part of one period, the clustering density formed by the information frame is greater than the clustering density formed by the confirmation frame in the same frequency hopping period. Therefore, the value of minpts need be further adjusted to distinguish different densities in the same period. The different values of minpts correspond to different period ranges are used to classify Z, and the classification set is V = {v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v q , · · · }. In the v q , the minpts q of v q k is adjusted to
where p k is the density of the ε-neighborhood of v q k .
The formula (8) (9) adopts the rounding method to change the MinPts gradually, and makes a targeted and subtle change to the original global parameters, which can better achieve clustering. Based on the above analysis, Algorithm 2 implements clustering of spectral data, and different cluster sets correspond to spectral signals generated by radio communication with communication relationships.
Algorithm 2 Communication Relationship Mining Algorithm Based on DBSCAN
Input: Z = {z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z j , · · · , z m } T Output: Radio station transmits spectrum signal set W p , p = 1, 2, 3, · · · Communication relationship corresponding spectrum set U q , q = 1, 2, 3, · · · 1: Calculate ε using Eq (7) 2: for j = 1: m 3: Calculate the amount of data in the ε-neighborhood of Z j as the data density ρ j 4: Calculate minpts j using Eq (8) 5:
different values of minpts 7: for i = 1: k 8:
x, y = size(V i ) 9:
for j = 1:x 10:
Calculate Minpts j using Eq (9) The time complexity of calculating ε is O(n), the time complexity of calculating MinPts at each point is O(n), and the time complexity of DBSCAN algorithm is O(n 2 ). Based on the clustering result, the time complexity of the matching communication relationship is O(n). Therefore, the time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(n 2 ).
V. EXPERIMENT A. SCENE SETTING AND DATA COLLECTION
In an area of 20km in width and 30km in depth, 14 radio stations are randomly set. Fig.7 shows the logical network of communication between stations. The red rectangle represents the spectrum monitoring device, and the circle Table 1 .
B. THE DATA DESCRIPTION
The communication spectrum monitoring data of 8s duration is intercepted and processed to obtain the center frequency, bandwidth and power information of the spectrum signal appearing in each scanning period. The result of the processing is the data set X to identify the communication relationship, as shown in Table 2 .
Algorithm 1 extracts the duration of each frequency hopping signal, the approximate period of frequency hopping, the average power of each frequency hopping signal and the center frequency point from the spectrum monitoring data set X, and the calculation result is used as the data analysis set Y, as shown in Table 3 .
In fixed-frequency communication, since the channel remains unchanged, the monitored center frequency remains unchanged so that communication relationship is easily distinguishable in the time domain. As shown in Fig. 8(A) , black dots indicate frequency hopping signals, and blue and red indicate spectrum signals of fixed frequency communication. From the figure you can see that two pairs of stations are communicating. For cluttered frequency hopping signals, the distribution of threedimensional space in the power, period, and signal appearance time presents different clusters, as shown in Fig. 8(B) . Therefore, in the subsequent analysis, this paper only discusses the communication relationship discovery for frequency hopping signals.
C. DATA ANALYSIS
The frequency hopping signal can be uniquely represented by three features of the frequency hopping period, the average power, and the initial moment of the signal, and the data is clustered according to Algorithm 2. The clustering sets corresponds to the spectrum data sets W p generated by radio communication with different communication relations, where p= 1, 2, 3, · · · · · ·. Fig.9(A) is a representation of clustering results, with different colors representing different clustering sets, with black representing discrete points that are not clustered. A total of 10 classes correspond to the spectrum signals of 10 communication stations.
The clustered spectral data set W p , p = 1, 2, 3, . . . is matched according to the frequency hopping period and the time distribution of the spectrum signal, and the matching result corresponds to the spectrum data set of different communication relations. The spectrum signal labels with Table 4 . Compared with the experimental setup, this paper uses the improved DBSCAN algorithm to cluster each frequency hopping signal from the frequency hopping period, the average signal power and the time when the signal appears, and obtain the spectrum signal sets generated by each station. Then, the spectrum signal set is matched to analyze the communication relationship, thereby we realize the mining analysis of the spectrum data generated by the communication of many stations in the electromagnetic space, and correctly identify all the communication relationships. Finally, based on the data set Z, DBSCAN algorithm, OPTICS algorithm and K-means algorithm are used to compare the clustering effect with the proposed algorithm in this paper. The clustering effect is shown in Fig. 10 . Fig. 10 and Table. 5 show the clustering accuracy of different clustering algorithms for spectrum monitoring data. In the DBSCAN algorithm, (ε, MinPts) are global parameters, and the clustering effect on multi-density data is poor. In the Fig. 10 (A) , the spectrum data is aggregated into 9 classes. The OPTICS algorithm can achieve multi-density clustering. In Fig.10 (C) , the correct clustering of the spectrum signals is realized, but the changes of the parameters (ε, MinPts) are very sensitive to the clustering results, and the parameters cannot be determined adaptively. As the number of clusters VOLUME 7, 2019 increases, the adjustment is difficult and the clustering results are unstable. The K-means algorithm is based on distance clustering and cannot achieve correct clustering of spectral data, as shown Fig. 10 (D) . The improved DBSCAN algorithm recognizes the correct clustering and the parameters can be adaptively adjusted in Fig.10 (B) . It has better clustering effect and adaptability to multi-density spectral signals, and is more suitable for communication behavior mining based on spectrum data.
As shown in Table 5 , The total entropy E 1 and the total purity P 1 of the cluster set generated by the improved DBSCAN algorithm are 0.0318 and 0.9956, respectively. For the cluster set generated by the DBSCAN algorithm, E 2 = 0.1825, P 2 = 0.9555, and for the cluster set generated by the OPTICS algorithm, E 3 = 0.0682, P 3 = 0.9973. Therefore, E 1 < E 2 < E 3 , P 2 < P 1 < P 3 , and P 1 ≈ P 3 . Obviously, the cluster set generated by the improved DBSCAN algorithm with lower total entropy and higher total purity. On the other hand, the improved DBSCAN has higher accuracy for the identification of outliers, while DBSCAN and OPTICS divide more outliers into clusters. As shown in Fig. 11 , we have conducted 10 experiments, and the improved DBSCAN algorithm has higher recognition accuracy than DBSCAN and OPTICS, so our method is effective.
VI. CONCLUSION
Mining valuable information from spectrum monitoring data, analyzing the communication relationship of communication targets, and inferring the level and structure of communication networks are of great significance. This paper firstly analyzes the characteristics of spectrum monitoring data and processes the spectrum monitoring data to calculate the frequency hopping period of the frequency hopping communication, the average power of each hop signal, the average bandwidth, the signal occurrence time and duration. Secondly, the detected spectrum signals are identified by three characteristics of frequency hopping period, signal power and time of occurrence of the signal; Then the parameters of the DBSCAN density algorithm (ε, MinPts) are improved to adapt multi-density data, and compared with the DBSCAN, OPTICS and K-means algorithms. Finally, the clustering results are matched to identify the communication relationship of the communication stations. The experimental results show that the method can mine the spectrum monitoring data and find the hidden communication behavior in the spectrum data.
The research work in this paper realizes the analysis and mining of spectrum monitoring data, and clusters the spectrum signals with communication relationship. It provides a new perspective and new method for further targeted cracking and analysis, obtaining hidden information of spectrum data, important information, and in-depth analysis of spectrum data. Combined with positioning technology and related information, other communication nodes can be tracked, and the communication range of nodes can be determined, which lays a foundation for further mining and speculating communication network structure and related behavior analysis from spectrum data. 
